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What is 
culture?

Big C:

• Achievement culture

• Shakespeare, Mozart

• Opera, Art

Small c:

• Behavioural culture

• Belief systems

• Assumptions

• ‘How we do things around here’ 

from: Cultural awareness, Tomalin & Stempleski
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5Cs OF CULTURE

• Cultural knowledge

• Cultural behaviour

• Cultural values & attitudes

• Cultural preferences

• Cultural adaptation

“One of the key 21st century skills is global awareness  ….the ability to 

understand and address global issues, to learn from and work collaboratively with 

individuals representing diverse cultures, religions, and lifestyles in a spirit of 

mutual respect and open dialogue’’

TIRF, 2009:51
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Inter-

cultural 
awareness

‘Why, in 2014, can an American still 

genuinely offend a Brit by not buying 

a round, or a Brit offend a South 

Korean by handling his business card 

too casually?’ The Guardian

“And sometimes when I go back to 
France, in the supermarkets, for 
example, I say to myself 'they are so 
rude' because they never say 'sorry' ” 
(Laure)

Key issues:

• Self-awareness

• Respect

• Values

• Space

• Courtesy

• Register
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Culture 2 
believes 
it is …

Culture 1

Culture 2 Acceptable Unacceptable

Acceptable C1 and C2 both think it's 
acceptable

C2 thinks it is acceptable
but C1 finds it 
unacceptable

Un-
acceptable

C2 thinks it's unacceptable, 
but C1 finds it acceptable

C1 and C2 both think it's 
unacceptable

Culture 1 believes 

smoking in restaurants is…

INTERCULTURAL INTERSECTION



ARE YOU A PEACH OR A COCONUT?

In ‘coconut’ cultures such Russia and 

Germany, people are initially more 

closed off - they rarely smile at 

strangers…. BUT….
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In ‘peach’ cultures like the USA or 

Brazil people tend to be friendly 

with new people - they smile 

frequently at strangers …..BUT…

‘Coconuts view ‘peaches’ as insincere, because their surface effusiveness 

doesn't signify deep friendship.

Peaches see ‘coconuts’ as rude, refusing to oil the wheels of life with a few 

pleasantries. 

It's all relative: the British are coconuts in California but peaches in Paris.‘
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3
Intercultural 

theorists



POWER DISTANCE INDEX

Egalitarian

• Few status differences

• Informal social relations

• Superior can be questioned

• Little respect for old age

Hierarchical

• Many status differences

• Formal social relations

• Deference for superiors

• Great respect for old age

Geert Hofstede



CULTURE MAPPING - MEYER
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CULTURE 
COMPASS

Careernomics self-

test 39€
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SWITCH FROM NATIONS TO CONCEPTS

Key concepts/continua:

• Power Distance index

• Uncertainty avoidance

• Individualism vs group

• High/low context

• Time constructs: precise vs flexible

• Power vs nurture

• Task vs relationship

• Trust vs law
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INCA FRAMEWORK - BYRAM

Tolerance of ambiguity Able to tolerate and manage ambiguity

Behavioural flexibility
Able to adopt appropriate behaviour to 

match situation

Communicative 

awareness

Able to understand the impact of cultural 

differences on the communication 

process and adapt accordingly

Knowledge discovery
Knowledge of and research into other 

cultures

Respect for otherness
Respect for diversity in value systems, 

equal treatment of diversity

Empathy
Ability to appreciate others’ perceptions 

and needs and to act to optimize 

communication

Intercultural Competence Assessment Project, EU
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Interculture 

at work

INTERCULTURAL WORK 
COMPETENCES
• Respectful

• Multilingual

• Flexible 

• Builds trust

• Understands cultural 
differences

• Accepts differences

• Adjusts communication

• Aware of own culture

• Tolerates ambiguity

• Adapts to different cultures

• Works in diverse teams

• Open to new ideas

Culture at Work, British Council
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INTERCULTURAL SKILLS FOR MOBILITY

• Interpersonal skills

• Linguistic ability

• Motivation to live abroad

• Cultural curiosity

• Tolerance for uncertainty and ambiguity

• Flexibility

• Patience and respect

• Cultural empathy

• Strong sense of self (ego strength)

• Sense of humour
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Interculture  

& 
language 
training

INTERCULTURAL LANGUAGE - THEMES

• Greetings

• Courtesy rules

• Small talk - topics 

• Making friends

• Taboos – words and topics

• Agreeing/disagreeing

16
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• Turn-taking

• Formal/informal 

register

• Office talk

• Meetings language

• Socialising after work

F.Trompenaars



INTERCULTURAL LANGUAGE - ACTIVITIES

Subkowiak posited a broad set of 

intercultural exercise types for the language 

classroom, such as:

• Exploring foreign cultures

• Doing ethnographic projects

• Comparing and contrasting cultures

• Investigating critical incidents

• Exploring learners culture

• Reflecting on values, attitudes, beliefs

(Subkowiak, 2018)
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Get learners to share 

experiences of C2 and 

what they see as 

contrasts with their C1

Compare C1/C2 daily 

lifestyles, behaviours -

YouTube clips/movies

Explore stereotypes in 

texts/roleplays, & discuss

Write a guide for people 

coming to C1: what they 

need to know, people, 

places, food, customs
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Teacher

Development

INTERCULTURAL ROLE OF 
LANGUAGE TEACHERS
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• We are making people multilingual by teaching English

• We should teach more about language concepts, the nature of 
language itself as a particular language

• We are making learners aware of cultural difference as well as 
language difference

• We should make learners more interculturally aware & 
multilingually competent, by:

• Teaching language with links to its cultural context

• Teaching language with explicit cultural reference 
work in texts

• Teaching 21st century communication competences along 
with language content

• Developing cultural literacy in C1, to better 
understand C2

• Teaching explicit intercultural awareness



TEACHER DEVELOPMENT - INPUT

• What do language teachers need to know?

• Definitions:  What do we mean by culture, interculture, 
cross-culture, multiculture?

• Theoretical models & frameworks, key authors & books

• Analysis of intercultural skills to be learned and taught

• Analysis of local context: what values & attitudes are 
inherent in C1 context

• How to teach intercultural skills

• Access to stories & case studies

• Activities for teachers to do themselves, for self-reflection

• Activities for teachers to give learners, classroom use

• Methods:  eg critical incident technique
• the cause, description and outcome of a critical incident;

• users' feelings and perceptions of the situation;

• actions taken during the incident;

• changes (if any) in their future behavior.

• Certification:  internal or external eg ICC-BCTC 
course/Barry Tomalin
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Aims

1-Give teachers an 

understanding of 

intercultural research & 

frameworks of 

competences

2-Develop their own 

intercultural competences 

and apply to the language 

classroom

3-Suggest pedagogical 

approaches to 

incorporating intercultural 

content



TEACHER DEVELOPMENT - ACTIVITIES

• Read & discuss extracts of theoretical models: create own framework of 

categories appropriate for own teaching context

• Create country / culture profiles of local/students’ home culture - quiz

• Draft C1 to C2 questions – Rubovia activity

• Use mini-stories & critical incident methodology to discuss/resolve 

misunderstandings/cultural conflicts

• Use YouTube and texts illustrating cultural clashes/interface
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SAMPLE ACTIVITY - FLIGHT TO RUBOVIA
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General culture Business culture

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

You are on your first business trip to Rubovia. You board the flight and the cabin crew and passengers are all 

speaking Rubovian. You don’t understand a word. A Rubovian sits next to you and greets you in excellent 

English. Over the next few hours you have a wonderful opportunity to find out about Rubovia and its 

culture. What questions will you ask the friendly passenger at your side?

Task:
•Write down four questions about general culture in Rubovia, and four about business culture.
•When you have finished, read out your questions and listen to other people’s ideas.

(Adapted by Monika 
Hrebackova from an 
exercise in ‘The Cross-
Cultural Business 
Pocketbook‘ by John 
Mattock)



SAMPLE  TD COURSE PLAN - CORPORATE

1 Key thinkers, theory & principles of cross-cultural education

2 Researching & developing cross-cultural training materials

3 How to deliver training in vocational & management settings

4 How to plan an intercultural course for corporates

5 How to build regional/country briefings on key cultural issues

6 Training for relocation – culture shock & adaptation

7 Training multicultural & virtual/distributed teams

Barry Tomalin, BCTC course
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THE ANGLO-DUTCH TRANSLATION GUIDE
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DISCUSSION

• Should teachers incorporate intercultural content into their language 

lessons? 

• What aspects of the theory & frameworks are relevant to the teaching of 

English?

• How should we select intercultural content for our learners?

• How should this content be integrated with language learning?

• What topics do you feel are appropriate/inappropriate for the language 

classroom?

• Does an intercultural approach bring people together or make them more 

aware of difference?

• How should we help teachers develop their intercultural competences?
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